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jMarvin Rodgers

An interview with Wright State's most talked about b-ball player
•
r t A W C C C A I I A K I
By DAVE
SEAMAN
Sports Editor
Marvin Rodgers, a six-foot-nine forward/
center for Wright State, pleaded guilty to a sex
offense last summer by the recommendation
of his attorney, who was appointed to him by
the state of West Virginia.
Rodgers feels there may have been circumstances involved that couldn't be commented on at this time.
According to Rodgers, he was in the wrong
place at the wrong time which led him to
negative circumstances. Because Rodgers is
on probation, he is nowcommitted toavoiding
negative situations in the future.
Although Rodgers cannot comment on the
criminal charges. Rodgers knows that he is
innocent and that it boils down to God knowing what happened.
"He (God) is the master judge, and that's
all that I worry about. God helped me through
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it," said Rodger
"Coach Hughley has been my influence in and cannni do at WSU. He has given me that
Rodgers wants more than anything else for life...he kicks me in the butt with academics extra push... I'm with him 24/7," he said.
the media to quit dragging the girl and him and on the court," Rodgers said.
Rodgers describes himself as a "flexible,
through it, said Rodgers.
His family said he was a fool if he didn't down-to-earth person who gets along with
"We settled it out in court and it's not fair choose WSU.
everybody."
to her." he commented, "It happened in my
"I want to be accepted as a regular student.
Since arriving on the campus he has had a
past and I want to get on with life socially and positive response from his classmates and Society looks at me as a basketball player."
play ball," Rodgers added," I want to try my especially his teammates.
added Rodgers.
best to fulfill my dreams if God has it in his
Rodgers wants to leave WSU with a de"Keion (Brooks) has been a real good
plans."
friend, like a brother, teaching me what I can gree for himself and his mother.
Rodgers admitted that
the major reason he transferred to Wright State was
the diversity of the coaching staff and there was a
Christian influence.
Having Otis Hughley
at WSU also was a big
influence to Rodgers in BY JENNIFER
chalkings arc going to
Staff Writer
choosing his college.
be removed, the orgaAdvertisements
nizations effected
written in chalk by
should be notified of the
Lambda Union for Gay
occurrence."
Pride Week were hosed
According
to
off yesterday by WSU's
McClecry, the reason
physical plant staff.
why the writings were
Around I p.m. on
taken off on Tuesday,
Tuesday, the physical
rather than Friday or
plant staff was assigned
Saturday, closer to the
Physical plant worKers
workers hose ott
off chalkings.
cnaikings.
to hose off any chalk
memorial service, was
writing because of a meUnion would have been taken off." said Melissa because the assigned staff
morial service that was go- McClecry. director of the physical plant. "Many
members just went ahead
ing to take placc on Sunday times when a presentation of some kind comes to and hosed to get the project
for the anatomical gift pro- WSU, any chalking is requested to be taken off to done, not realizing when
gram.
make the buildings look presentable." said McClecry. the memorial service was
Lambda Union had just
Donald Pickett, chairperson of REGAL. Resi- going to be. "If I would
placed their advertisements dent Environment of Gays and Lesbians, commented have known. I would have
the night before.
on the actions taken by the university staff.
encouraged the staff to wait
"Any organization that
"I sincerely hope that WSU was not in any way until Friday." said
chalked outside the Student trying to censor efforts of the Lat>,bda Union. II McClecry.
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Psychology offers new course
By EMILY ACOSTA
Staff Writer
Wright Stale University's psychology department
introduced "The Psychology of Parenting," a class
taught by Richard Gordon, assistant professor of the
psychology department.
"The primary goal of the class is to help those working with parents become more knowledgeable about
parenting. Additionally, anyone who is a parent would
benefit from the class," said Gordon.
Course topics includc theory and practice on parenting
children of various ages, parenting special populations
of children, societal and cultural impacts of parenting.
"I hope educators, social workers, mental health workers. administrators and business people benefit from this
course," said Gordon.
Regarding societal issues, the class addresses such

questions as "how do wc measure quality of child care?"
"Business people could benefit from realizing that
their employees might work more efficiently if they are
not preoccupied about what kind of care their children
are receiving while they are at work," said Gordon.
Regarding parenting small children Gordon said. "If
you spank your child you are modeling aggression and
saying it is OK to hit somebody."
There are other ways to get kid's attention especially
for health and safety issues. When children are yelled at
it can affect their self esteem," said Gordon.
On the topic of dispensing drugs for children with
attention deficit disorders, Gordon says the problem
could be an adjustment response to family stress, depression or anxiety.
see .

"Parenting
page 8

Former student
returns as Dr. Cool

By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor
Wright State University graduate David Cool, returned this fall as Assistant Professor of Pharmatology
and Toxicology. After recieving a Ph '). at the Medical
College of Georgia in Augusta, Cool has returned to
WSU where he earned his BS in biology in 1985 and his
Masters in 1988.
"WSU is a great school," said Cool, "I think 1 learned
a lot here." Cool also found WSU an appealing career
choice because it allowed him to raise his daughter in a
small town.
"I'll be here till I die," said Cool, "I'm 40 years old
and my daughter's three I've got to get her through
college."

see Dr. Cool " page 5

WSU's Information Technology Today's Career Fair
Research Institute gets director largest ever at WSU
By SEAN T. THATCHER
Staff Writer

P. Bruce Berra
has been named
director of the Information Technology Research
Institute (ITRI) of
Wright State University.
"iTRI is a cooperative research
and development
organization involving partnerships between
WSU and the Miami Valley's industrial and governmental organizations, as well

nizations, according to the ITRI
brochure.
Some of the major functions
of the Institute include supporting industrially significant research and facilitating the tech'
nology transfer of research rebrochure
sults.
As direc
"What wc want to do is to
reduce the amount of time for
will initiate
these results to get into the mar11 m u 1 a
and actively ketplace," said Berra.
The ITRI will make use of
pursue
search and university resources and help introduce
leading-edge technology
development
n a t i v e s to commercial and government
use as quickly as possible.
oilaho
ITRI will include research in
projects both such areas as human -computer
Bruce Berra
within the interaction, multimediadatabase,
university and with outside orga- software engineering, computerenhanced reasoning and distributed computing.

as other organizations in the State
of Ohio, involved in the information technology field
writes Bcrra

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT —
Lane Apt. while the bathroom
door between suites was unlocked.
Oct. 1: Two Hamilton Hali
residents reported criminal trespassing
Oct. 1: A Dayton resident
reported a missing backpack and
its contents valued at $226 from
a cubicle in the bookstore.
Oct. 2: WPAFB resident reSEX OFFENSE
Oct. 3: A Beavercreek resi- ported missing several books
valued
at $400 from a table outdent reported a male exposing
himself while getting into a ve- side a restroom in Rike Hall.
Oct. 3: A Dayton resident
hicle parked in Lot 4.
reported a missing paper shredder
from W036 of the Student
THEFT
Sept. 30: A Fairborn resident Union.
reported a wallet missing from
TRAFFIC
the Green Room of the Creative
Oct. 3: A Wauseon resident
Arts Center valued at $28.
Sept. 30: A Fairborn resident was taken into custody for DUI
reported a flannel shirt valued at and was transported to the
$51 missing from a Springwood Fairborn City Jail.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
BY PUBLIC
INTOXICATION
Oct. 4: A Kettering resident
was reported holding a half full
forty ounce bottle of beer and
admitted to urinating in a trash
dumpster, which lead to his arrest.

By SEAN T. THATCHER
Staff Writer
Wright State's Career Fair
'97 will be held today in the
Student Union and according to
Cheryl Krueger, director of Career Services, it will have the
largest number of employers
ever.
The fair is so large that it
had to be separated into two
parts this year.
Employers recruiting in the
fields of science, math, computing and engineering will occupy the booths from 9 a.m. to
11:30 a.m.
Business, liberal arts and
human services recruiters will
be on campus from 1 p.m. to
3:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 8
lowship.
• WWSU meeting at 4 p.m. in
Saturday, Oct. 11
W025 Student Union.
• Baseball card show at the
• Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Nutter Center.
Union Organization Offices in
Monday, Oct. 13
the Student Union.
• Campus Ministry meet• Phi Delta Epsilon meeting
at 5:30 p.m. in room 157 Student ing from 4-5 p.m. at CMC.
•CAACURH meeting from
Union.
• ICC meeting at 2 p.m. in the 7-9 p.m. in W169 Student
Union.
For info, call Stacy
cafeteria.
Susott at ext. 6383.
Thursday, Oct. 9
Tuesday, Oct. 14
• Bible Investigation Group
• Bible Study at 7 p.m. in
discussion at 12 p.m. in W025
148 Russ Center sponsored by
Student Union.
Campus Bible Fellowship.
Friday, Oct. 10
• Sahas Meditation Club
•Bible Studies from 12-1 p.m. classes 6:30-8:30 p.m. in W025
and 1-2 p.m. in 362 Allyn Hall, Student Union. Free admitsponsored by Campus Bible Fel- tance.

"It provides an excellent opportunity for networking," said
Krueger.
Although all employers taking part in the Career Fair are
actively recruiting, the fair, itself is not supposed to be an
interviewing day.
"The employers often use
this event to invite students to
participate in further recruiting
events," said Krueger. This is
often the first of many steps for
both employers and students.
For employers, this is used
as pre-selection for interviewing, and for students it is a
chance to get to know their prospective employers.
The day is designed to help
graduating seniorsfindfull-time
employment and to help students who are looking for coop positions, according to the
office of Career Services.
Participating students are
encouraged to dress professionally and bring several copies of their resumes.
For more information students should call (937) 7752556.

If your organization would like its
meetings and
events placed in
The Guardian's
calendar, contact
Melanie Glass at
775-5538.

I
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Tales from the
archives:

The G r o o v e we used to know
i«)6 than m 1986. Ml per

The more things change, the more
they stay the same.
This October marks the thirtieth anniversary of the "independence of
Wright Slate University. Who were
Wright State students in 1967. when
enrollment hit a high of 5.704. parking
was free and full-time in-state undergraduate tuition cost S245 a trimester.'
How has the average student changed
since then?
First, some statistics from the Ministry of Plenty. Today. 54 percent of you
are women and, amazingly, 46 percent
are men. a complete switch since 1967
when the gender ratio was reversed.
Among WSU undergraduates. 73 percent are full-time students, up from 45
percent in 1967. Minority enrollment is
up by 46 percent since 1986. and 12
percent of all students at Wright State
arc members of ethnic minorities.
International students represent 58
countries at Wright State. Your average
age is 24 years. Sorry, grad students,
your average is 33. Sixty percent of all
students are from the four-county geographic area of Montgomery, Greene,
Clark and Miami. That represents a drop
of 11 percent since 1986. showing that
WSU is beginning to draw more students from outside its immediate area.
You arc here because WSU is conveniently located and inexpensive. On a
four point scale, you rate the university's
academic programs at a 2.9.
Incidentally, that's about your average GPA in high school.
There were 5 percent more engineer-

cr btr
>wlh

•

"undecideds " Also. 55
year students plan to live
n campus; a i jor shift from earlier days
Hall was the only on
hen Hainilt
oom for just 160
campus housing
students.
These arc some of the statistical measures that allow us to profile the average
student over time, but they are hardly
sufficient to characterize the full reality
of student life as it has changed since
Wright State achieved independent status
as a university on October 1. 1967.
So, what was student life like in 1967?
No dorms yet. No espresso? No latte? No
problem, take heavily advertised NoDoz.
Get your pizza from Rick and Tony's in
the heart of the Richfield.
Shopping center with plenty of scaling
and a jukebox. Need a car?
Gel a '68 Camaro SS (the Hugger!)
for only $2,500. A BMW for $2,600.
Need an issue? Try the Vietnam War.
Radical WSU students founded the Committee on Decisive Expr -ssion (C.O.D.E.).
which brought in anti-war speakers like
House Rep. Buz l.ukens and Yippie leader
Abbic Hoffman, sponsored folk concerts
and opposed the switch to a quarter system.
Evade the draii.
The international student body consisted of Austrian art major Franz
Baumiiackl.
see

'.j-.y

Wright State students circa 1970, the same game with different rules
and bell bottoms.

"founders"
page 4

Weekly one hour free Buildinq changed to administration
tutoring for freshman
By SEAN T.THATCHER
Staff Writer

—

ByDONBRUCE
For The Guardian
Beginning fall quarter any
enrolled freshman at WSU may
receive one hour of free tutoring per course each week.
Though tutors are not allowed to actually touch any assignments, they can offer valuable assistance by giving, advice and suggestions.
Even if you're taking an
obscure class, tutoring services
will always attempt to find a
tutor to help.
"We will try to find a tutor
for any class," said Dave
Hurwitz. head of Tutoring Services.
Tutoring can be scheduled
24 hours a day, seven days a
week, so students with full
days may be able to have some
flexibility.
Tutoring is also available

tr>
unrv>rrl:1 ssmt'n as
as well,
Well.
to upperclassmcn

although they will need to pay.
Recently, the price of tutoring
for upperclassmen has
dropped.
Over the past few years the
cost of receiving tutoring has
been based on a graduated
scale: $5 per hour for a 100
level course, $6 per hour for a
200 level course and so on.
This year tutoring services
had enough funding to provide
the level of assistance they
wished and was still able to
lower the price.
Instead of a graduated scale,
tutoring prices are now a flat
rate of $5 per hour, regardless
of the course level.
"It's been tight and we never
have had a set amount of
money." said Hurwitz.
For more information on tutoring. contact tutoring services
at 775-2280.

n«an of the
ihe College
Colic ce of Education,
Education. In the
Bernhardt, Dean
new plan, education will be consolidated into Allyn
Hall instead of several different buildings.
Although disappointed that his department
did not get the new building. Bernhardt is pleased
with the change to Allyn Hall and having
education all under one roof.
"They will design a program of requirements based on education s needs,
said Bernhardt, referring to the renoation of Allyn Hall.
Education should be moving in
the late summer or early fall of
2000. according to Bernhardt.

Education will not be one of the depart
mcnts to move into the new buildingthat
is currently in front of Rikc Hall under
construction. Although the Education Department was supposed to
occupy the new building after its
completion, it has been decided
that administration will move
into the building.
There have been unsubstan
tiatcd rumors that the Education
Department has been kicked out
of the building because of their fornn
Dean's dismissal. However, these are
only rumors.
According to Barry Johnson, assistant vice president of
public relations, the Ohio Board of Regents recommended that
WSU hire an outside firm to analyze the space needed for
various departments and create a construction
schedule in 1995. According to this firm's
analysis, the occupants of Allyn Hall had to be
moved out first. Therefore, they get to have the
new building
"The new plan makes sense." said Gregory

I
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founders'

Check out the fourth
a n d final "Tales f r o m

WRIGHT STATES

it/at

I rom page
Local theaters featured "Accident" starring Dirk Bogardc.
which was the story of a iove
triangle and the lour people
trapped in it. Hey. it was the
Sixties...
There were no official intercollegiate athletics. Wright
State's soccer team was iust
about the only game around, playing against schools like Ohio
Wesleyan and doing quite well.
Studentsm protested against the
20 percent mark-up in the price
of textbooks. No shopping malls
yet. only strip malls. Oclman Hall
auditorium featured black activist Dick Gregory on the issue o!
truth in American society.
Campus life consisted of concerts by the Miami University
chamber music ensemble and the
Swingle Singers.
Lite music was changing as
Professor Marvin Seiger. longsuffering chapcrone at student
dances, wrote to the Guardian
complaining that the "amplified
aesthetic art form employed as
music' was performed at a
threshold never less than painful. Favorite bands?
The Stones, the Doors and the
Mothers of Invention.
Alternative student newspapers on campus included Pvre,
The Rambler, Shadrack, and the
satirical RIMROC. The latter was
named for the town of Rimroc,
AZ. and circulated in protest
against C.O.D.E.'s newspaper.
The Phoenix.
Wright State's nascent sports
teams had their own newspaper,
the Athletic Supporter. Shadrack
claimed it existed to counter the
apathy of Wright State's commuter students.
Well, we have microwave
popcorn. Lambda and the Internet
now, but to quote the one current
student interviewed for this article, "...I've been to school here
one year. I go to class. I go home."
So the more things change,
the more they stay the same.
(Statistics thanks to Barbara
Bullock and Lee Mortimer in the
Office of Institutional Research)
Article by John Sanford,
'82. Archivist, Special Collections and Archives WSU Libraries

JANITORIAL
Work 6 months at WSU tor Johnson & Gordon, Inc. and attend
up to 6 credits per quarter at no charge.

FREE!
Full Time-Days/Nights. Paid holidays/vacation. Competitive
pay. Apply at WSU Room 066 t. Allyrt Hall - 4:30 pm.

rAY PRIDE WEEK'
CONTINUES!

iTED. 10* @ 9pm:
Forum/Discussion
on G/L/B Issues
ATRIUM- Student Union
2nd Hawthorn Lounge
SAT. 10/11 @T9pm:
FRI. 10/10 @ 7:30PM:
ng Oi
< l Day Celebration
Coming
Movie:
(Candle
andle light vigil tto
< follow)
•Jeffrey'
Upper
Hearth I.ounee
101 Fawcett
t.umlxlu I nion is W St 's sludtnt organization for (Jay, Lesbian
and Bisexual students and their Straight Supporters.

S w e e t e s t Day!
Saturday,

October

18th

education, e n v i r o n m e n t
a g r i c u l t u r e , business, health,
French and y o u t h developm e n t . Call t o d a y t o d i s c u s s
your qualifications.

(800)424-8580
www.peacecorps.gov

Need Bucks for
...donate P

Bear
Budvase

6:OOAM-8:OOPM

$16.95

Saturday-Sunday
8:00AM-5:00PM

Delivery
& Tax
Extra

•NEW D o n o r s and 6 m o n t h A b s e n c e D o n o r s
$30 1 st v i s i t
$50 2 n d v i s i t
$25 3 r d v i s i t

100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed on all local
and FTD wire orders!

•30 Day inactive Donors
Earn up to $ 5 0 your 1st two donations back.
•Bring in a new donor
Earn $ 5 . 0 0 for each new person y o u bring in.
(person must donate)

FLORIST
426-4253
Order Online:
www.ftd.com/beavercreekflorist

section.

1 9 9 8 for international jobs in

Monday-Thursday
6:00AM-8:30PM

Huggie

w e e k i n the
news

W e are l o o k i n g f o r
I students w h o will graduate in

New Hours:
The

the Archives" next
Guardians'

PICTURE
YOURSELF I N
PEACE CORPS

2173 N, Fairfield Road
Mile South of Fairfield Mall

Centeon Bio-Services
165 E. H e l e n a St.
D a y t o n , O h i o 45404
Ph. 224-1973

C
' ENTEON'
Bio-Services, Inc.

Earn $205
the first m o n t h !

i

w ONi son * i i login #
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Screenings free

FILLED WRIGHf UP EtfERYat WSU psych
WEDNESDAY FREE OF CHARGworkshop
E

PAGE H A N I .
M3:30,T5:3d,W9:30,R9:30
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M9:45,T9:45.W5:305,R7:30
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7
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5 5 8 4 AIRWAY ROAD DIAL 2 5 8 - 2 8 0 0 $ 4 / $ 5
K E A N U REEVES, A L PACINO

.irca. ist»pcr> lollic public am! not |tisi
to Wright Stale students.
'"The screening is open to anyone," says David Roush of Psychological Services. The workshop will
IK- held in the Multipurpose Room of
the Student Union from 11 a.m.until!
4 p.m. on October 9. Besides the
screening, other activities are
planned. The day will start with a
lecture by Dr. Wendy Milanco. and
a video presentation on depression.
Alter the lecture. Psych Services will

I

Boston on the Road!
mutely 11 million Americans are
affected by depression. Roush
vacy is very important and that all
measures u > ensure secrecy of test
results w ill be taken. "You do not
have to go through the screening."
Roush said.

"Dr. Cool" from page 2

The newest attorney at the world's most
powerful law firm has never lost a case.
But he's about to lose his soul.

Evil has its winning ways.

mum

::tiMteMIDI

mm - M m u i M f i f i n i M n
mm l i i i '
•
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OPENS OCTOBER 17 EVERYWHERE

APPEARING AT HARA
ARENA THIS FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 10. 1997!!
Get t i c k e t s a t t h e H a r a Box Office, all
T i c k e t m a s t e r l o c a t i o n s , o r call 2 2 8 - 2 3 2 3 .

Cool is planning to do research
while at WSU on how the brain
secretes peptide hormones, which
affects hypertension and different
cardiovascular diseases.
Before coming to WSU. Cool
worked from 1976-1986 as an engineer on the railroad. "I spent two
years at Ohio University w ith a negative GPA until my dad got me a job
on the railroad," said Cool.
His interests switched from the
railroad to biology after his first wife
was diagnosed with a terminal disease. "I decided that I could do something." said Cool. "All of a sudden I
wasn't making D's and F's anymore. I was making A s and B s."
said Cool.
According to Cool, he is enjoying working at WSU "If 1 didn't I
would N somewhere else." said
t ool. "1 would be back tin the rail-

F
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No booze rules for the big boys
. . . . .
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Letters to the Editor

What is your favorite drink and how do you make it?

• T h e G u a r d i a n e n c o u r a g e s letters to
the e d i t o r a n d c o m m e n t a r y pieces
f r o m s t u d e n t s , faculty,
a d m i n i s t r a t o r s a n d staff
•Letters should he typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (il
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday preceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 3(H) words or
fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be

Torrcy Dye
Elementary Education. Sophonion

all night studying."

omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will

Michelle Junes
[Special Education. Sophomore
"Strawberry daiquaris. 1 usually send people
out to get it. Alcohol or non-alcoholic it still

not be used

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising-775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5536
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
S p o r t s / F e a t u r e s - 775-5536

'Just plain beer out of the bottle.

"Probably hot chococolatc, a little milk, a
little honey and a lot of sugar. They nevet
use enough sugar. Make this and you're u p

tastes great."
Schcrie Smiih
Psychology, Sophomore

i

i

Lavonya Perdue
Biomedical Engineering. Sophomore

until it's nice and thick like syrup."

"Kool Aid, you get a packet and sugar, a
whole lot of sugar. Add water, let it sit for a
while, then stir it up. It's got to taste like

photos by Mark Mowrey

candy "

"Kool Aid. the secret is pour the sugar in

I

I

One word of division in the false unity of the day

the word with such regularity. Most of the ol' boy I'm talking
about found construction jobs, a wife and a day that is easily
navigated with the hazy eyes of their favorite elixir. These aren't
mental marathon runners, but they arc the most average of our
generation. If this is the average where is the bottom?
This apparent seed is planted everyday as w hite kids w ho
have no real knowledge of blacks or black culture pick up
copies of the latest "gangsta" flavor and hear the word
splattering through their $1000 stereo systems. What
are they going to emulate? Besides an ignorance
that purveys all society, they emulate the
"gangstas" who say they're bustin' knowledge
but usually spread bile. After the rap phase
passes them by, they take the word with them
usually, and this only builds another stone in
the walls of separation.
I don't want rap to stop, I only wish that
they, like most other manifestations of popular music, would take a look at what they
offer the masses. Is it infection or medicine?
Bob Marlcy was medicine; Dr. Drc is not.
What docs this matter to Wright State?
This phenomenon has probably occurred to
many on campus, but more dramatically
people are separate by choice. There is an
independent black culture on this campus, it is
louder and prouder than any other. However, it is
easy to be separate in a culture that has no unity. Wc
word.
are not unified because we have no common thread. We
It was a word that my friend Byron, who was black,
can bitch about parking and whine about lines, but this
constantly used in reference to himself and those of us
doesn't a unified student body make.
around him without care of the persons' color.
I don't claim to be some enlightened white boy who knows
This sort of infected everyone around him; before long a
what's good for blacks in this country. I do however, find great
lot of my friends simply called him the "little n
.
enjoyment out of American writing, art and music. This American
this because I could feel it was wrong.
artistic communication isn't white, black or Asian. It is American and
Now, since the little suburban melting pot has all grown u|
that means it is a little bit of both. Miles Davis. Maya Angelou, Kurt
beyond middle school and insulated themselves in niches free of
Vonnegut and a cast of other Americans have touched me in many ways.
color and racial difference, the white guys still use the word.
They touched me not bccuase of their skin color, but because they had
I understand that as adults they make the decision to use this
something to say in a new and unique way.
word that seethes with all the ignorance my race has been able to
This is ill we should be looking for. people who have something to
spew. However, would it have been so easy for them if one of the
illustration by Alexis larsef
say. That shouldn't end with your circle of friends, weather you are white
few black people they have known in their lives wouldn't have
or black. Suspend your fear, go outside your circle, find some people who
used the word? I doubt that Byron remembers most of them, or cares if they
use the word. It really isn't his fault that many people I grew up with have turned to using challenge and encourage you and quit using the n word.

I won't even print the word thi
entire column is about. I only have
to say it is a disgusting word that
begins with n and instills a rash
of different emotions into most
members of our country. The
word, if it were in the dictionary, would come after
Niet/chean but
By Craig Napier in my version of Webster's.
I bring it up only because
causes a vile, nauseated feeling in my stomach every
time it crosses into my inner car. I became too
accustomed to this feeling last summer. This week I
heard it again echoing through the air at WSU from
someone's car. True, I don't wish to suppress anyone's
right to say or do what they please. I understand that
to be free we must pay a price, but now it is my turn.
I have such mixed emotions about the word that I
hesitated when my brain firsi brought up this column's
idea. However, I truly believe that to bring about the
amount of change that needs to occur in
frank discussion of the things that make us furious
necessary.
I grew up hearing the word. I don't remember ever
saying it but 1 probably did. li was probably about
seventh grade before I actually realized the evil in the

I

Chelsea Clinton is not a normal college student, deal with it
Jesse Oxfeld, a
senior at Stanford
University and columnist forthe school
newspaper, was
wrongfully terminated by his editor
last week for writing
ByAnthony
about
Chelsea
Shoemaker
Clinton in one of his
columns.
The newspaper's editor Carolyn Sleeth
was imposing her rather stupid policy
that no coverage be given to the First
Daughter unless she did something newsworthy.
"The Daily has no comment on Chelsea

until she involves herself in a newsworthy event," Sleeth said. "As a student, she
is entitled to a private life. Nothing newsworthy had occurred about which Oxfeld
could write."
1 hate to say it. but Chelsea Clinton did
do something newsworthy.. .she came to
Stanford.
The newspaper has a responsibility to
report on such a notable student and it
would be ignorant for them not to.
Sleeth agreed, as did some other California media, to value Chelsea's private
space. That is all good and noble. However, Oxfeld never violated this space.
He was simply writing about the impact Chelsea's addition to the student

body was having on the school.
It would be hard not to notice the
multitudes of Secret Service Agents on
campus the day of the big arrival, not to
mention the bomb-sniffing dogs. If
Chelsea's parents want her treated as a
'normal' student, why did they make her
first day on campus such a big show.
If the President of the United States
comes to your campus, it's news and it
doesn't matter what for. He was at
Stanford bringing his daughter to college. How could you write about the
President without including Chelsea since
she is the reason for his visit?
If the First Family doesn't want their
daughter reported on, perhaps the presi-

dent should have thought of that before
deciding to run for office.
I do not envy Chelsea at all. I am sure
she wants to live a normal life and have
those sunglass-bearing, uzi-toting agents
off of her back. But unfortunately, for at
least the next three years she'll have no
such luck.
When she walks into the school cafeteria, buys a book forclass or simply sits
on a bench people will turn their heads.
Oxfeld was imply reporting the news,
which is what journalists were supposed
to do last time I checked.
Hopefully, Sleeth is not a journalism
major at Stanford because it seems she
would have a great future in PR.
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"Parenting"
from page 2

"U is important to rule out as
many things as possible before
making the decision to put kids
on d r u g therapy," said Gordon.
T h e most important principles

/ t . 5 O'CLOCK
(f
\ COMPUTERS
11- I 7/12^2''c*-"

to keep in mind while parenting
are "consistency, warmth, anticipaling and routine."
Additionally, Gordon says for
p.n cuts not if he M- hard
them

.•an t c o m p a r e ourselves
to parents of previous generations," said Gordon, "Our parents didn't have tudcal with video
\\ i

g a m e s and sex on the interne
For more information rcga
ing registering for this class c
775-2391.

&

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE??

Cireat opportunities in all levels of employment with
local manufacturing company. Accepting
applications SOW. Full or part time positions.
FLEXIBLE with school schedule. Apply in person at:

T5 «?<£«* h» rr atom

ALI INDUSTRIES, INC.

Tidinltlwi.
p«. Salary $8,Hr..
TaL (887) 413-0350
Fax (837) 428-4388
But: Botc-5odock.com

611 Yellow Sprinfis-Fairfield Road, Fairborn.
Convenient access from R? 235 and 1-675.
SMOKE & DRl'G FREE ENVIRG.NMF.NT

:

§•

In T h e Mall at Fairfield C o m m o n s

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
CHARGRILL DELUX
C H I C K E N SANDWICH

5!

• COUPON good only one per order.

BODY SHOCK
137 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 45324
(937) 870-2867

0

Sterile,
Professional,
Custom, Freehand'
FEMALE ARTISTS
AVAILABLE
EXOTIC BODY PIERCING
& BRANDING

NOW
HIRING!

P^OL^FASHIONED^B

\ HAMRnrmmS!

Now Hiring All Shifts!
•Open Interviews between 3
and 4 every weekday.

MINUTES FROM WSU
Hours
Mon. - Thurs. 4 -10 PM
Fri.-Sat. 12-10 PM
Qi inrlau

19.fi P M

K e y B a u k

Part Time Positions
available in our
Specialty Call
Centers!

Benefits include:
•You must work a m i n i m u m of 20 h o u r s per week to qualify.

•Tuition Reimbursement
•Paid Vacations and Holidays
•Flexible Scheduling
•Health/Dental

'On-the-job training
'Hanking Services
*401-K Savings Flan

AnswerBank
Currently we have pan-time openings for
Customer Inquiry Reps in our AnswerBank
Internal Customer servicc department. These
positions will serve our Branch offices with
various inquiries on policies and procedures.
Candidates must be available from 8:00am2:30pm or 3:00pm-9:30pm for the first 6 weeks
for training. After training, you must be available
work a part- time shift between 7am and 10 pm.
Weekend hours are required. Previous custome*
service or call center experience is a plus. Must
have P C experience on a window based
environment.

If you have any questions or require
additional information, please contact Dawn
Scotl at (937) 586-8697 between the hours
of 8 am and 5 pm. Monday through Friday.

P r i v a t e B a n k Client Services
Currently we have part-time openings for Customer
Inquiry Reps in our Key PrivateBank Client Services
Call Center. In this department, you will be assisting our
merging and affluent clients with various transactions on
their accounts. If you have great communications skills,
a desire to provide quality customer service, and at least
2.5 GPA, you may be just what we're looking for!
Flexible schedules including evening and weekend hours
are availbable. Business and Communication Majors are
strongly encouraged to apply. PC skills are required.
You must be available for Training from 9-5pm for the
first 5-7 weeks. Saturdays are required. 0 - 7 T
KeyBanlc
Please complete an Employment Application on
Monday, Wednesday, or Friday, from 9 am to 11 am
or from 1 pm to 3 pm. or fax a resume to (937) 5867136. A resume may be sent to the address below.
KeyBank
34 N. Main St.
13th fliMir MR
Dayton. Ohio
45402

17 & 19
7:30

5:00
I
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SPOTLIGHT
HAPPY HOUR

tvMTH WENDI FOX

Laughs are on the house Oct. 13 as this comedienne tickles WSU's funny hone
By TVFFANY M. BROWN
Staff Writer
For the last eight years Wendi Fox has
been traveling around the coun
try making people laugh
about the effects that al
coholabuse has on those
that aren't necessarily
alcoholics
themselves. but on the
people who are
around them and society as a whole.
On Oct. 13 Fox
will host two shows
at Wright State University.
The first one
will be held
at noon in
the Student
U n i o n
Atrium
where she
will host a
stand-up
comedy*
session on
how alcoComedienne Wendi Fox
hol has affected her life and how it will affect her
future.
With stories drawn from personal experiences, she hopes to demonstrate how
alcohol affects society.
Fox was raised in an alcoholic environment and found that low self-esteem is
a symptom of this type of environment.
While doing her Alcohol Insanity Tour
she found that most major set backs in life
can be directly tracked to low self-esteem
and a lack of respect for one's self.
No, this is not a lecture about alcohol
abuse and who is an alcoholic and about
going to Alcoholics Anonymous for those
who think they may have a problem.
This light-hearted comedy hour is for

all who want to sit back and enjoy some
very good comedy.
Alcohol Insanity is ultimately meant
to bring about a greater awareness of
alcohol affects society as a
whole through relaying coicdic stories from her
own personal life.
Alcohol ism is a fact
of life for many college students. According to the
Peoplepedia, 61
percent of binge
drinkers report
having missed
class because
of drinking.
Designating a driver
may also not
be enough to
remain
s a f e .
Nearly 22
percent
of those
who say
t h e y
w e r e
designated drivers admit to not abstaining completely from alcohol when serving as a
designated driver.
The second part of Fox's entertainment will be held later that evening from
8 to 11 p.m. in Room El 56 of the Student
Union.
It's a Pajama Part, so wear your pajamas. bring your favorite teddy bear, curl
up with a blanket and prepare to laugh.
This parly is targeted at showing
women how alcohol is a symptom of low
self-esteem.
It is aimed at lifting the woman's mind,
body and soul through a basic old-time
tradition among women.. .a pajama party.
Here women will be able to interact

WHAT: Women's Self-Esteem Pajama Party "Women Only"
HOSTED BY: Comedienne Wendi Fox
PLACE: E156 Student Union WHEN: Oct. 13 from 8 - 11p.m.
SPONSORED BY: Union Activities Board
PURPOSE: A celebration of womanhood.
Learn to accept, respect and care for your mind, body and soul.
Find and exercise your personal power.
THINGS TO BRING: Sleeping bags, pillows and pajamas.
THINGS NOT TO BRING: Your boyfriend.
FOOD: Snacks and beverages will be provided.

and talk about all the crazy things they do
to make themselves try to feel better about
themselves.
This is promised to be filled with
weird and quirky anecdotes that
Fox shares about the different
life experiences she has
gone through.
According to Fox, it is
about "being outrageous,
courageous and about being a woman. It is practical, obvious, blunt,
quirky and it makes
you laugh."
For information contact the
Union Activities Board at
775-5500.
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Freddy Jones Band to rock Wittenberg
across the country on a promotional He is also eager to see the band which process of getting the promotions and
he states "is on the brink of breaking marketing set up has been fun but a
tour.
better way to describe it would be to
One of their stops will be here in into the big time."
Durrani is also a member of the Phi say it was "stressful."
our area, at Wittenberg University in
"The band is now gaining a lot of
Kappa
Psi
fraternity
which
is
presentSpringfield. This Saturday's concert
loyal fans and followers, so it makes
ing the show
will start at 9:30 p.m.
this
conceit >il that much more excitHe said it was pretty lucky that
Now Wittenberg University seems
an odd stop for this band, especially they could be pulling this whole thing ing," added Durrani.
The fraternity also came to Wright
with many larger venues in the sur- off.
"It's a long story but basically one State to promote the show.
rounding area (Columbus, Dayton and
Ticket prices arc SI 3 for the 9:30
Cincinnati), but there is a very good of our fraternity brothers is a cousin of
p.m. show. For information on tickets
reason for the band's location choice. the singer, and so on and so on."
Overall Durrani admits the whole or other questions call (937) 327-7445.
Proceeds from the event will benefit the Make a Wish Foundation and
Habitat for Humanity.
Originally from Chicago, the group
of five (none of which are named
Freddy Jones) has expanded its tours
over the years, even appearing on the
H.O.R.D.E. tour with bands like Blues
The Freddy Jones Band is performing Saturday at Wittenberg
Traveler. Big Head Todd & the MonUniversity in Springfield.
sters and Widespread Panic.
Landing a deal with Capricorn
Records pushed the band's popularity
£ WILL MATCH YOU WITH OTHER
forward back in 1993. The band is
sfNaiS OF THE OPPOSITE SEX
looking to expand on the 400,000 copies sold of their previous three albums.
¥*QK)IPH0T0G*A?HS
dabbles in rock-n-blucs in "Corduroy
Adam Sandler
"Saturday's show will be a great
V COM PltTRY CONFIDENTIAL
/
For i FREE
Blues" while painting the picture of a way to spend a night, especially for a
What's YOUR Name?
"^information packet call
man upset at being tremendously over- college student because it's good, cheap
• * *
¥ NOT AbAKUNE
T 0 MATC H
The third release from this former weight. "Dancin' and Pantsin" utilizes and entertaining.'' said Sandy Durrani,
¥ LOWEST PRICE ct^ANTIE/C
Saturday Night Live cast member, heavy electric funk while the dancing a Wittenberg student and advertising
V MONEY BACK GUAMWfr
comes with great an! icipation due to his impaired I earn in obscene fashion with and marketing director for the show.
the assistance of Hollywood and sports
growing popularity.
Sandler's previous comcdic efforts. stars. Whether it's the punk style of
C O L L E G E FALL FUN FEST A T
They're Going to Laugh at You and "Four Years Old" or the traditional
What the Hell Happened to Me? werereggae bounce of "Voodoo," Sandler
P
ARAMOUNT'S KINGS ISLAND
covers afairamount of ground.
compri sed mostly of short skits
The humor at its worst is
wus»c
and a few songs from an RCLIP & SAVE $13.00 WITH C O U P O N S B E L O W
obscene and infantile; at best
rated point of view.
9S.W*
CLIP & SAVE
QUIP » SAVE
clever and silly.
On his newest release,
Gone are the skits and other comeSandler has improved his songwriting
from those earlier days and seems to dic actors that we have come to expect
which may turn some listenersoff. Howhave upped the couiedic notch.
"Moyda." the tale of an otherwise ever, "What's YOUR Name?" still packs
thoughtful man who kills people for a the comedic punch that most love Adam
hobby, starts the ball rolling. Sandler Sandler for. (Jim Ingram)

Band and opening for numerous others. The Freddy Jones Band is trying to
make their own mark.
After years of playing second fiddle
With the release of their third alIO larger bands like the Dave Matthews bum. Lucid, the band is now traveling
By BRIAN JOO
Staff Writer

Adam Sandler tickles
more than funny bone

'8 66-2824

Wittenburg University
Springfield, Ohio

Saturday, October 11
at 9:30 p.m.
$13.00
For info call:
I (937) 327-7445

%

psjGS ISLAND

JflNGS ISLAND

Fall Fling
College Days

Fall Fling
College Days

September 21, 27, 2£
October 5, 11, 12, 18, 19,
25, 26 1997

September 21, 27, 2 8
October 5, 11, 12, 18, 19,
25, 26 1997

S A V E $13.00

S A V E $13.00

(per adult)

(per adult)

DISCOUNT COUPON ($30.95 Value) This coupon
admits up to lour adults at the reduced rate ol
$17.95 per ADULT (ages 7-59).

DISCOUNT COUPON ($30.95 Value) This coupon
admits up to four adults at the reduced rate of
$17.95 per ADULT (ages 7-59).

DISCOUNT COUPON ($16.95 Value) This coupon
admits up to two children or seniors at the reduced
rate of $14.95 per CHILD cr per SENIOR
(ages 3. 4, 5.6. or 48" & under or 60 & over).

DISCOUNT COUPON ($16.95 Value) This coupon
admits up to two children or seniors at the reduced
rate of $14.95 per CHILD or per SENIOR
(ages 3.4,5.6, or 48' & under or 60 & over).

i

•Proceeds to benefit Habitat for
Humanity and Make a Wish Foundation j
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Oliver Stone's new film a drastic U-turn
U-Turn
• • • •

U-Turn, starring Sean
I will admit (wholePenn, Jennifer Lopez. Nick
heartily) that I am an
Film
Nolte and a whole slew of
Almost iwo years have passed since overindulgent, obsesReview
others, is a fresh new and
Oliver Stone's brilliant yet unconven- sive Oliver Stone film £ • ! - — —
non-politicalfilmby Stone.
tionally controversial NLwn, and I fan. Naturally then I
Rumbling through the Nevada
thank God he has put a new product on have been waiting patiently for his
desert,
a
small-time
hood (played with
next film.
the screen.

CALL EXTENSION
5644

We Deliver!

painful' helplessness by Penn) encounters car troubles and is forced to
stop in the small town of Superior. He
encounters a corrupt mechanic (Billy
Bob Thornton in a role of disgusting
brilliance and the most memorable
chaiactcr in the movie), a blind Dr

CALL EXTENSION
5644

SPECIAL
Good thru October 22nd
Purchase
a
Medium
Pizza
with (Done topping
for

7 Days a Week,
4:30 pm to 1:00 am
Minimum Order of $6.00
Required for Delivery

ROUTE j ]
LOT 20 MILLETT
7:00 AM7:05 AM
7:10
7:15
7:20
7:25
7:30
7:35
7:40
7:45
7:50
7:55
8:00
8:05
8:10
8:15
8:20
8:25
8:30
8:35
8:40
8:45
8:55
8:50
9:05
9:00
9:10
9:15
9:25
9:20
9:30
9:35
9:40
9:45
9:50
9:55
10:00 10:05
10:10 10:15
10:20 10:25
10:30 10:35
10:40 10:45
10:50 10:55

LQT20
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:30
11:40
lf:50
12:00
12:10
12:20
12:30
12:40
12:50
1:00
1:10
1:20
1:30
1:40
1:50
2:00
2:10
2:20
2:30
2:40
2:50

ROUTE #,2
MILLLET"
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:35
11:45
11:55
12:05PM
12:15
12:25
12:35
12:45
12:55
1:05
1:15
1:25
1:35
1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55

Ml Campus Shuttles End At 6PM Fridays

Pepper-dn nk i ng sage (Jon Voi ght). gets
involved in a bizarre murderous love
triangle with Lopez, and her obsessive
husband (Nolte) and is the object of
Claire Danes' teen crush, much to the
dismay of her boyfriend (Joaquin Phoenix).
Penn also has to worry about the
mob-style bullies which he owes
$30,000. When he doesn't show up on
time they come looking for him.
Thefilmlooks and feels like some
of Stone's others through the constant
barrage of visual pleasures and violently comic delights.
Usage of coloredfiltersand constant shifting of angle andfilmstock to
distort images enhances the act of just
watching the film.
Penn has developed a way of playing this down-on-his luck character to
a tee.
Lopez and Nolte arc also good in
their supporting roles as the manipulating and sultry young wife and the
paranoid obsessive older husband.
The characters roaming through
town arc in fact the worst people I've
seen. It is like a weird episode of Twin
Peaks and The X-Files if they were
crossed.
U-Turn is Stone's most startling
film to date. He has proven once again
that he is the most innovative and exciting directorof ourtime. (Brian Joa)

RIDE THE
CAMPUS
SHUTTLE!

LOT 20 NUTTER STU. U. MILLETT
LOT 20 NUTTER STU. U. MILLET!
7:30
7:35
6:45
6:50
6:55
7:00
7:25
7:40
7:05
7:10
7:15
7:20
7:45
7:50
7:55
8:00
7:35
7:40
8:10
7:25
7:30
8:05
8:15
8:20
7:55
7:45
7:50
8:00
8:25
8:30
8:35
8:40
8:10
8:15
8:20
8:45
8:50
9:00
8:05
8:55
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8:30
8:35
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9:15
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8:45
8:50
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9:00
9:25
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9:30
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10:15 10:20
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10:05 10:10
10:15 10:20
ROUTE #3 RESIDENT LOOP
10:35
10:40
10:25 10:30
10:45 10:50
10:55 11:00
NUTTERSTUDENTFORE^TCOLLEGEVILLAGEWOODSMILLETTLOT 20
11:05 11:10
11:15 11:20
CENTERUNION
LANE PARK
11:35 11:40
11:25 11:30
7:15
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11:45 11:50
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Genesis' latest a
decent attempt

Mike Rutherford, Tony Banks
and Ray Wilson of Genesis.

GENESIS
Calling all Stations

JOB
OPPORTUNITY
' IT BE GREAT IF...
Let's face it - working at NCR Country Club is a great way to earn money, WOULDNT
because NCR Country Club has the flexibility to work around your schedule. •You were guaranteed the ehance to lly multi-million dollar aircraft?
If you go to school, have kids at home, or just need time for your daily activities. •You got paid S30,000/yr during training, (promoted to 850k in 5 yean?)
NCR Country Club will work for you!
•You were guaranteed theie thingi with your only commitment
being attendance of 6-10 weeki of Officer Candidate School?
In addition to having a flexible work schedule. NCR Country Club employees
also enjoy additional benefits such as competitive wages, meal discounts
limited golf privileges, staff developmental opportunities that earn a cash
Fortunately for you, this program does exist!
bonus, referral bonuses, incentive/recognition awards, drugfreeatmosphere,
and friendly people in a beautiful working environment.
ReauirencnU;
Don't delay - apply today. NCR Country Club is now hiring full-time and part- FrcshraanGradi, Men and Women
time people for: Dining Room Servers. Bartenders, and Banquet Servers.
'Plan to graduate from college before age 27 1/2
1
20/30 uncorrected vision(Maximura..other standard! may alio apply)
j Apply in person at NCR Country Club located at 4435 Dogwood Trail, off West
Stroop Road in Kettering. Ohio. Should you need further information on our
Contact Gunnery Sergeant Gresham or
employment opportunities, please call Jennifer Numbers at (937)643-6947

-kiri
Lieutenant
Since 1967. Genesis has been redefining itself from album to album.
At one point in the early 70s, fronted
by a much younger and lesser-known
Peter Gabriel, the band found itself
I amidst the umpj teen progressive
rock groups hitI ling America's
shores. In 1975. when Gabriel left, the
group considered packing it in. Then
drummer Phil Collinsfilledthe vocal
void for the group.
With each successive album.
Collins' creative contributions grew
larger leading up to the tremendously
successful Invisible Touch release in
1986 and a subsequent record-breaking world tour.
Last year. Collins left Genesis to
continue his solo efforts.
Enter Ray Wilson' whose name is
synonymous with nothing in popular
music today or yesterday. The group's
C o n v e n i e n t l y located in t h e S t u d e n t
third singer in 30 years has added an
obvious sonic difference to the songs.
Union Atrium
However, it's not just the singer thai,
has made the difference, the result as a
whole on Calling All Stations is a
E008 Student Union
renaissance of sorts.
Yet the sound is not entirely diflcrent, as similar structures and keyboard ^COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON • COUPON j
effects materialize in songs that seem
to hearken back to the 1983 self-titled
release. Genesis.
o« i I
The first two tracks on the disc.
"Calling All Stations" and the initial
single "Congo" deal in the everyday
hassles of relationships.
F O R
"Shipwrecked" introduces us to a
newer side of the band's writing style
complete ballad form with heart-crustling keyboards, melancholy guitar
chords and vocals full of despair.
Callingall Stations is held together
surprisingly well with Tony Banks
1
(-L
keyboard and effect's work.
The songs are written and produced well. However, the dynamics of
past singers are to be found nowhere
near Wilson.
The album is not a rocker or a
horrific sleeper; it just is. Though defi- IO
"o
ol
nitely worthy of a listen, this could
very well be the release that will again
'5^
I
divide fans of Genesis and wonder if I g
(Expires Decembers. 1997)
Z |
Mike and the Mechanics haven't simply been reborn. (Jim Ingram)
[c^upp^"^qup™j.rowgN^oupoN^qypoii; COUPON J

John Gordon at 800-338-0741

NEED MOTORIST

Your One-Stop
Copy Shop

ASSISTANCE?

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INFORMATION?

775-5784

^

CALL

^

!°

Buy One
81/2x11
Color Copy,
Get One FREE

PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANCE HELPLINE! HOURS:
8AM- l 0PM MON.-FRI.
9-30AM - 9:30PM SAT.
5PM-9PM SUN.
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CALENDAR

MEN'S A
SOCCER™
*1 e

FRI
10

SAT
11

SUN
12

MON
13

TUES
14

Western
Kentucky
2:00
Detroit
4:00

Michigan
4:00

VOLLE\W
BALL
f

It's Coming...
^e°: &

Butler*
7:00

V*

M. TENNIS
Akron
3:30

CROSS
A.
COUNTRY*
GOLF

9

Detroit
4:00

WOMEN'S
SOCCER

W. TENNIS

TOUTS

R. Morris Duquesnc
10:00
3:00
UWGB*
10:00

m

All-Ohio
Meet

A D A

m

E.

WSU-UD WSU-UD
Invite.
Invite.

^

Home games in bold *NK*C Game
M GUARDIAN 'S K Iame of the Week: fojA
EAV5 vs. Pacers, Oct 10, UD Arena |
FRIDAY at 7:00
Volleyball VS.

Giacomo Puccini
October 18, 24. 26,1997

Men's Soccer begins MCC 1-0

Sung in Italian with English translations
projected a b o v e the stage

By DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer
Defense was the name of the
game last week for the Wright State
men's soccer team as they split in
two double overtime games last
week.
The Raiders traveled to Columbus on Oct. 1 to face the Ohio State
Buckeyes.
The first period was scoreless
as both teams struggled on offense.
Ohio State broke the scoreless
deadlock in the second period as
forward Tony Munroe scored five
minutes into the half to give the
Buckeyes a 1-0 advantage.
Wright State evened the score
at 1 -1 when sophomore defender
Neil Sharp scored an unassisted
goal at 55:35.
Neither team could muster another goal in regulation and in the
first overtime period.
In the second overtime period
Wright State had an opportunity to
win the match when the Raiders
missed a penalty kick.
The Buckeyes responded with
the winning goal less than a minute
later as freshman midfielder Mario
Catenacci scored at 111:27 to make
the final score 2-1.
The Raiders opened conference
play on Oct. 5 as they defeated
Cleveland State 2-1.
Wright State struck first as
sophomore midfielder Brian Syska
scored at 31:20 with an assist from
senior forward Charley Houck.
Cleveland Stale evened the

Up Next:
Oct. 8 at Detroit
Oct. 12 vs Western
Kentucky

4:00
1:00

score at 1-1 early in the second
period as junior midfielder Tom
Emery scored an unassisted goal.
The rest of regulation and the
first overtime period was scoreless.
The Raiders won the match at
114:44 when Jared Raftery scored
with an assist from junior
midfielder Devin Jones.
"Both games were very similar," said Head Coach Hilton
Dayes. "Either game could have
gone either way. We have to play

good defense to win games."
With the results of last week
Wright State is 5-5 overall and 1 -0
in MCC play.
The team will continue MCC
play when they travel to Detroit
today.
They return home on Oct. 12
when the Raiders host Western
Kentucky at Raider Field.

M e m o r i a l Hall • D o w n t o w n D a y t o n

Students Save 50%
Off Regular Prices
Restrictions Apply

2 2 8 - S I N G <228-746/^

Exhibition Games at the
Nutter Center
Tonight
Toledo
7:00
Friday
Peoria
7:30

Come dream a dream
of exotic passions

^ S A T U R D A Y SHUTTLE
HAMILTON HALL
WOODS/OAK HALL
VILLAGE APT. 2030
WOODS/PINE HALL
FOREST LANE/SYCAMORE
FOREST LANE/7INK ROAD
COLLEGE PARK
MEIJER
OFFICE DEPOT
MALL AT FAIRFIELD COMMONS
(FOOD COURT ENTRANCE)

10:45
9:30
10:50
9:35
9:40
10:55
11:00
9:45
11:05
9:50
11:10
9:55
10:00 11:15
10:05 11:20
10:15 11:30
10:35 11:50

Cost is Only $ 1 One-Way!
Exact Fare Required
Shuttle is Wheelchair
Accessible!

12:00
12:05
12:10
12:15
12:20
12:25
12:30
12:35
12:45
1:05

1 15
1 20
1 25
1 30
1 35
1 40
1 45
1 50
2 00
2 20

2:30
2:35
2:40
2:45
2:50
2:55
3:00
3:05
3:15
3:35

3:45
3:50
3:55
4:00
4:05
4:10
4:15
4:20
4:30
4:50

5:00
5:05
5:10
5:15
5:20
5:25
5:30
5:35
5:45
6:05

*9:00
7:30
6:15
*9:05
7:35
6:20
*9:10
7:40
6:25
*9:15
7:45
6:30
7:50
*9:20
6:35
*9:25
7:55
6:40
*9:30
6:45
8:00
8:05
6:50
7:00
8:15
8:35
7:20
•DROP OFF ONLY

For M o r e info Call the
Parking Help Line
at 7 7 5 - 5 6 9 2
Help Line Hours are:
8 am -10 pm Monday thru Friday
9:30 am - 9:30 pm Saturday • 5 pm - 9 pm Sunday

I
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Women's soccer improving
By DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer

Up Next:

The Wright State women's
soccer team split two games at
the Academy Tournament in St.
Louis, Missouri last weekend.
In the first game of the tournament the Raiders fell to Army
2-1 in overtime.
Wright State broke on top at
19:43 when senior defender Melissa Koesters scored an unassisted goal .
Army evened the score 16
minutes into the second period
on a goal by Kerry Loughman .
The Cadets scored the winning goal of the game when
Diana Russell scored at 88:50.
She was assisted by Shannon
Zerbey.
Both teams played excellent
defense as the Raiders could only

two unassisted goals to ice the
game for the Raiders, 3-1.
Wright State Assistant Coach
Kevin Arcuri feels the Raiders
are coming around.
"On the weekend we played
pretty well. We are learning a
new style and we are heading in
the right direction," he commented.
Arcuri singled out several
Raider players for their play on
the weekend.
"Jodi McCord scored two
goals against Navy on Saturday
and goaltendcr Amy Toms made
several excellent saves."
Wright State is now 5-8 on
the season and will travel to
Michigan on Oct. 10 and to MCC
foe Detroit on Oct. 14.
Their next home game is
Oct. 19 against Loyola at noon.

4:00
4:00

Oct. 10 at Michigan
Oct. 14 at Detroit

muster seven shots on the goal
for the game and the Cadets nine.
The Raiders were victorious
in the second match of the weekend, defeating Navy 3-1
Wright State's senior forward
Marcy Sesbastian opened the
scoring with a goal at 15:31 and
was assisted by sophomore forward Stephanie Monahan.
Navy evened the score to 1-1
when senior forward Cori
Thornton scored four minutes
later. She was assisted by
midfielders Anne Kipp and
Kristen Riismandcl.
In the second period junior
midfielder Jody McCord scored

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.
mm -

$300

#5

cash back*

1

Power Macintosh 6500/250
3 2/468/12XC0/Multipie San l$AV
UflDp Drtvt/BlwfntVKbd
m 5).341 (of $W»nitO~ cron raw

200
cash back*

PowerBook' 140005/133
16/1GB/8XCDA.J/11.3" DSTN display
Now $1,999 (Of $37/month)" KTOM «£8*n

$100
cash back*
Power Macintosh" 5400/180
•.6/i.*GB/8XCD/Built-in dfcpUy/Kbd
m $1,557 (of $ jo/month)*" men

••

I $5°

I '

Color StyteWriter 4500
Now $315**

Call
I-800-878-3872

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

www.att.com/college/np.html

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
PowerBook. Because in addition to getting the computer that lets
you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a
limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.
•This Is a limited time rebate coupon oiler. Caii Apple Campus
Direct at 8oo.877-A433 e*1- 753 for complete details.

AppieCampusDirect
1800 87744331
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

AT&T
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"V"
continued from pg. 13.
court every chance he gels, you
better be ready to run too."
When asked what position
he will play and what kind of
minufes he will log, Potapenko
responded, "I have been told by
our staff that the starting fivespot (ccntcr) is mine to lose."
At 6'10," Potapenko is not
as tall as many of the centers he
will be facing on a nightly basis.
However, he possesses outstanding quickness and a soft
shooting touch, something that
only a handful of big men can
brag about.
Potapenko did admit that he
is more suited to play power forward, but with one of the premiere players in the league already claiming that spot,
Potapenko will not be seen complaining one bit.
Vitaly was as'kcd to state his
opinion on the current Raider
basketball program.
"Jim Brown was like a father
to me, so I hated to see him go.
But everything I've heard about
their new coach (Ed Schilling)
has been positive. Dayton is my
home away from home, and I
still have friends on the team, so
I will always follow them. 1
hope they (WSU) do well," concluded Potapenko.
The Cleveland Cavaliers
open their exhibition season
Oct. 10 when they play the Indiana Pacers at UD Arena.

Intramurais: Q & A
Women's tennis
team bounces back
By ERiC LOESCHER
Staff Writer

By ERIC LOESCHER
Staff Writer
Since Oct. 1. Wright State s
women's tennis team has competed
in four matches versus Dayton.
Wisconsin-Green Bay, UW-Milwaukee and Northern Kentucky.
Excluding the latter, the women
were defeated in their first, second
and third times this season.
The losses were by scores of 26, 1-8 and 4-5 respectively, while
the win against NKU was 8-1.
"1 don't think we got discouraged by the losses," freshman first
singles placer Kirsten Bernhardt
said.
"The first match (UW-GB) we
played okay, but we really brought
things together in the second (U WMil.)," continued Bernhardt.
"We just played within ourselves," stated sophomore Molly
Klinkcr, "...we needed to play
some tough teams to see where we
need to improve. You learn from
your losses."
"After our losses we sat down
as a team and discussed our tactics
and how to work better and win as
a team." finished up Bernhardt.
"We talked about what we
needed to do and we just let a
couple close matches get away."
Head Coach Charlie Painter said.
The team meeting must have
worked as the Raiders came out
firing on a very muggy Monday,
Oct. 6 with their eighth win on '.he
season against NKU and increased

their record to 8-3.
"It's always great to break a
losing streak," said Painter.
"We looked real good today
(Monday, Oct. 6) against NKU and
battled through some good
matches. Molly Davis, junior, and
Krista Keller and Patti Hoppc, seniors, rebounded along with the
rest of the team," continued
Painter.
WSU defeated Northern Kentucky in all their matches except
fourth singles.
The women play today at home
versus Akron at 3:30 and then
they're off until next Wednesday
when they leave to scuffle at
Xavier.
Coach Painter on his outlook
for today's match said, "Look for
a real good match with Akron. The
MAC (Mid-American Conference)
is always tough, but I feel we're
the team to beat."
The men's tennis team did not
compete last week, and will return
to action this weekend traveling to
Robert Morris and Duquesne.

Wright State Intramurals...what
are tlicy and what do they have to
do with me?
Has anyone been asking themselves that same question?
Well. WSU s intramural department is located in the Student Union
in the Recreation Department across
from the Union Station.
Recreation Director Eric Corbitt
is very helpful and can aid anyone
in becoming involved in a vast cornucopia of events.
The sports offered range from
the popular everyday sports of flag
football, baseball, soccer or volley-

ball to water-basketball and table
tennis.
The recreation department also
has a group of adapted recreations
and athletics for WSU's handicapped community.
Getting away from the team
sports that run throughout each quarter. there are also individual tournaments throughout the year that give
3-on-3 or 4-on-4 competitors a
chance to compete at a regional and
even national championship.
These include Schick's Super
Hoops 3-on-3 and Discover Card's
llag football and Co-Rec volleyball.
So if you're looking to get in
shape or just have some fun, stop
by the WSU Rec Department.

Cross country update

cat Invitational on Oct. 4, but failed to
field a complete team.
The team did not have the required
The Wright State men's cross five members to compete.
Both the men's and the women's
country team competed in the Notre
team will compete in the All-Ohio InDame Invitational on Oct. 3.
The tea"':finished11 out of 19 in tercollegiate Race on Ocl 10.
"This is one of our biggest races
the annual event
The Raiden; were paced by Rob of lite season," Head Coach Mike
Sander with a time of 27:01, good for Baumer said."Wc will be competing
against 48 other teams, and our goal is
36th place overall.
The women's team ran in tlie Bob- a top ten finish."
By DAVID BIDDLE
Staff Writer

Great savings at Kinko's!

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$65,000 limit.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
And this is just thefirstof many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

(513) 236-4811

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day or night,
for great products and services, like full-color copies and Internet Access.
Presentation materials
Copies of all sizes
Resume services

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

full-color copies

Buy oot req<Ajrt/-i*xt4. I V i 11" M l s t r * . MUctoi copy on 2CU>. [
«tntc bond anl mrm a itcond copy f t t f Up to JO cojrfw h w j * f J
tumjction. Cotof itrrtcrt not tndufcd. Offn h I W H to on* coup" |
p ^ t n n u t t v n . Coupon nurt be ptnentfd at tvae of purefcat* and ts not |
valid with othr* oHen o» dncount programs Ofte* valid at tin* of pur I
chaw only and may not be diuountfd o« cradftfd toward p r t Of future I
pu«hav« Valid at KW*o'i Inttd locatior only
w + w prohibited by J

OPEN 2 4 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

1189 Miamisburg-CenterviUe Rd. *436-1313

kinko's'

The new way to office.*
| AAA178 |

In-store computer rental
Digital color output directly from
your disk to our color printers

RENT ONE HOUR,
GET ONE HOUR FREE

Internet Access

it on* hour and <»et or* hour f W L up to or* hourfretp r
participating locations only. Sutyec

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WEEK
1189 Miamiibarg-Centerville Rd. "436-1313

kinko's'

The new way to office.*

[EXP 10/31/97| | AAA179

HOST LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HOURS. 7 DAYS A WEEK

www.goarmy.com

r

L i f e ' s e a s i e r w i t h 10^ a m i n u t e , A T & T C a l l O r g a n i z e r a n d
S t u d e n t A d v a n t a g e . It's all FREE j u s t f o r b e i n g w i t h AT&T.
• 10c A MINUTE—AT&T Simple Rates'—on long distance calls from home t o anywhere in the
U.S. from 7pm-7am weekdays and all weekend long; 25c a minute all other times.
• FREE AT&T CALL O R G A N I Z E R : no more hassles—use your personalized code bef ••re you
dial, and we'll tally your phone bill by roommate (up t o 12 people per bill).
• FREE STUDENT ADVANTAGE: get special offers and up t o 50% off every day at thousands
of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors—like Kinko'sl Tower Records'
and A m t r a k f

L i v e off c a m p u s ? G e t it all F R E E w i t h o n e e a s y call.

Call
o r

v i s i t

1-800-878-3872
w w w . a t t . c o m / c o l l e g e / n p . h t m l

I t ' s

a l l

w i t h i n

y o u

e a c h

AT&T

n
m/KStUr. OCTOBER 8.193?

CLASSIFIEDS
STUFF ENVELOPS AT HOME FOR SZJJG
EACH PIUSGREATBIWUSES. WORKF/T
OR P/T. MAKE AT LEAST $800 A WEEK.
GUARANTIED! FREE SUPPLIES. NO
ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS
PRIVATE MEDICAL PRACTICE UHf FBS EXPERIENCE NECESSARY START RIGHT
Immediate positions
PROMT wpowmons
AWAY. FOR FREE DETAILS. SEKD ONE
available-.
WOMENS
' MED+ COflB? 29*3917
STAMP (ffcirao. 12021WILSHWE
INTERNET: W*W.GYIlPAGES.COM/
BLTO, SUITE 552. LOS ANGaES,CA
•No experience
8002S
necessary
ARE YOU STRESSED OUT, OVER LOADEDEARN AT IEAST $30 PER HOUR-PART
.......
ire
THE. GUARANTEED! CALL 371-2958.
Flexible hours
WITH WORK OR NOT ENOUGH
T1KTTONLET Ik HLP! REPORTS.
•Tuition assistance.
PART-TIME BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR
ONE CMLD M MY BEAMERCREEX
•Latest technology
HOML EXPERIENCE WORKING WTTH
(Autopheresis)
CHILDREN DESIRED. CALL 4ZMIS36.

FOR SALE
SPRfllG BREAK BAHAMAS PARTY
CRUISE! 6 DAYS $279! *C111DES
MEALS, FRB PARTIES, TAXES! GET A
MVESTMEXT & VERY HTM TIME
NEHJED. THERE'S NO OBLIGATION, SO SROUP GO FREE! PRICES INCREASE
WHY NOT CALL FOE ^FORMATION
SOON - SAVE $50!
TODAY. CALL TR00-32*B4S4 X95.
SPRl«G8REAKTRAmmi W0DG788388
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
STUHUG ENVELOPES AT HOME. SEND SPRIN6 BREAK CANCUN 8: JAMAICA
LONG SASE TO: COUNTRY LIVING
$379! BOOK EARLY-SAVE $53!
SHOPPERS, DEPT. T38,2S' IL DUPONT GET A GROUP GO FRE! PANAMA CITY
HWY.SUTETI7, DOVER. OE 19901
$129! SOUTH BEACH GBARS CLOSE
SAM!) $129 SPR1NG8RLAKTRAKLC0M

PART TM SALES POSITION
V80DS78-638S
EXCITING STERLING StLKR JEWELRY
COMPANY SEBCS PART-TIE MP10YEE5. 1987 BUCK REGAL
RUBLE WORK SCHEDULE. GREAT Pfv BUK. AUTO. VBIY GOOOO CONDmON38K MILES. $3895 CALL 421HK>43 OR
WPN BONUSES. MALLATFAKELD
427-6409.
T*NW4fr580S.
GREY. RUNS GOOO! $700 NEG0T1ABLL
CALL 878-4518 AND ASK FOR

CAMPUS ACCOUNTS AW PROMOTIONS.

FOR RENT

NEWSPAPERS YEARBOOK AO SALES OR FORREST RfKE/RIVERSK AREA
AMY OTKR TYPE OF SALES EXPERENCE TRRS BEDROOM. NONSMOKING HOME
NEEDED. FOR MORE INFO. STOP BY IRETO SHARE WITH RESPONSBLE PERSON.
GUARDIAN OFFICE A t W018 STUDENT UNFURNISHED BEDROOM. KITCHEN
PRIVILEGES, WASHER/*. 3YER. $250/M0
UNK* OR CALL 775-5537.
PUJS1/3 UTUTES AN 1D04KIT. CALL
STUDENTS NEEDED TO PARTICIPATE M BOB AT 233*688 0R23MT73.
HUMAN FACTORS PROJECT.
MUST WUrt PRIOR EXPERIENCE WEARMG 2 BEDROOM APT. FRS KAT & WATER!
$425/M0NTH PLUS DEPOSIT.
MOTORCYCLE, FOOTBALL OR
FUGHTIfiMET. MUST BE B YEARS OF GREAT LOCATION! (JEW FLOORMG,
APPLIANCES. OTHER APTS ALSO
ACE AND AILS. CITIZEN.
COMP0tSATlONB$7.SO/ML FOR MORE "MUMiL CALL <27-1090 AND LEAVE
MFO CALL JUDY AT 255-3432.
2 BEDROOM/2 BATH LUXURY APT. ft
PART-TIME POSITION D»STRIBUT1NG
ADVERTBMG MATERIALS. NO SELLING DAYTON. APPROX1300 SO. FT.
BMUBL ALL MATERIALS PROVIDED AT NEW FLOORING THROUGHOUT UNIT,
WASHER/DRYER KO<*UP. APPLIANCES,
NO CHARGE. V8DO-YOUR JOB.
A/C. GARAGE. FREE HEAT & WATER!
WWWJtCIWET.COM/POSTERBIG/
$625/M0NTH PIUS DEPOSIT. CALL 427
YOUORJITV
1090 OR 259^88 AND LEAVE
MESSAGE.
$IOOO^WBXLYI!

Centeon Bio-Services
165 E.Helena St.
Dayton. Ohio 45404
ph. (937)224-1973
fax (937)224-1976

'CGNTGON

Take a Free Test Drive
and find outI

Saturday, October 25
2-6PM
Call today to nmtrm your mmti

1 -800-KAP-TIST

Bio-Services, Inc.

itcrnit >

Delta

If you want to be a

Dett...

Integrity is EssentiaC
Accounta6i[ity is TundamentaCto CCCommitments
Life Long Learning andCjrowtfi are VitaC
'Jfazing
is HfumiCiating and Inhumane
(BrotherhoodSustains Vs

...you have to live with
some pretty tough

Pledges

Delta Tau Delta International Fraternity

The International Fraternity of Delta Tau Delta is looking for Founding Fathers.
Those men selected will combine a rich tradition with a brand
new direction and brotherhood at Wright State University.
Being a Delt ensures membership in one of America's most active and progressive fraternities.
Information Table at the Quad, Allen, and the Student Union
October 6-10, 13-16
10:00-2:00 p.m.
For more information call 1/800/DELTS XL
Or visit us on the web HMW. delts.org
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off the mark

off the mark

ay Mart Pansi

| uvtok.
TUKfSTlS.viaCOAZY

FRIDAY FROM 2 - 2:30 I'M

STUDENT
<10^MPLOYMENT
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

& viw.."V#r6«££R c w ^ o t y o f t

Parking and T-ansportaiion

jTrm
Shuttle Van Driver/
Parking Attendant

¥ou can win $10,000

Please Contact:
Scot Henry
at

I

LECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING » MAT

TAKE TECHNOLOGY,
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.
And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower - together,
Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon
Tl Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking
for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new
ground. Make their mark.
At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to
the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be
visiting you r campus soon. Contact your career placement office
now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at
www.rayjobs.com.

WE'LL BE O N YOUR CAMPUS O N OCTOBER 28, 1997.
CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE A N INTERVIEW.

K B « | « | f t | | P A l l
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Internet: w w w . r a y j o b s . c o m • E-mail: r e s u m e @ r a y j o b s . c o m
U.S. citizenship may be required. W e are a n e q u a l o p p o r t u n i t y employer.
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